In this note we study variants of the structure <N,'> where N is the set of natural numbers and 1 is the successor function on N.
Our results are a consequence of McNaughton's [7] work on the w-behavior of finite automata and the decision procedure for MT [N, 1 ] given in [1] ,
The former is essential as we have been unable to obtain proofs which utilize only [1] 1 s characterization of w-beliavior. In [2] we discuss related results. whereby Il:IxS-*-S and ceS. Let C(X) be a formula of MT[?V] where X is an n-tuple of free set variables. The main definability results of [1] and [7] (see [2] for more details) state that from C we can effectively construct a presentation of a FAO Z=E(X) as in (3) (5) and (2), the sequence Y having all w^'s as initial segments belong to C.
But this is contradictory, as Y starts with F and has infinitely many Let JC(e) stand for ^CejQ), and note that because f e and Q is recursive it follows that X e H . Furthermore, (1) may be restated as, 
